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Premier Easy Walk Harness 

Harness is Designed to gently discourage your dog from pulling on his leash Size: Large

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.Designed to gently discourage your dog from pulling on his

leashMade from soft, strong nylon with 4 adjustment points for reliable, comfortable fitEasy-on-and-off snap buckles on shoulder and belly strapsAttractive

complementary belly strap colorAttractive complementary black colorProduct DescriptionSize: Large | Color: Black/SilverProduct DescriptionIt's supposed to be a

walk, not a drag or a chase or a pull or a tug of war, so get your pooch fastened into the PetSafe Easy Walk Harness and show them how it's supposed to work. This

simple harness discourages pulling by putting the stress across their shoulders instead of against their throat. The two-point adjustment lets you get a snug fit each

time, and it's just as easy to put on as it is to take off. Choose from the selection of sizes and colors to find the one that's just right. Made of nylon. Quick snap buckle

for easy on and off. 4 adjustment points provide comfort and reliable fit. Martingale loop in chest piece prevents twisting. Choose from the available color and size

options.Easy Walk HarnessThe Easy Walk Harness gently discourages your dog from pulling while on a leash. Easy to fit and comfortable to wear, the Easy Walk

Harness makes walking enjoyable for you and your dog. The front-chest leash attachment helps you steer your dog to the side and redirect his attention toward you.

The chest strap rests across your dog’s chest instead of putting pressure on the delicate throat, so there’s no choking or gagging. Now you can take the lead and enjoy

the freedom of stress-free walks.
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